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EEVblog Electronics Community Forum <do_not_reply@eevblog.com> Wed, Feb 26, 2020 at 3:52 PM
To: eckertkp@gmail.com

You have just been sent a personal message by james_s on EEVblog Electronics Community Forum. 

IMPORTANT: Remember, this is just a notification. Please do not reply to this email. 

The message they sent you was: 

I might do that, the thing is I just have so many other projects I don't want to end up getting 50 orders for the thing and
have to set up a production line. That said I'm sure if I priced them at $100 I'd get at least a few takers given you can't buy
a brand new DS1742W and these scopes are crazy expensive, I'd love to find a broken one in good cosmetic shape for
less than $500 but I'm not holding my breath.  

The car my ex had was a '88 900S 16 valve with a 5 speed manual, it was a fantastic car, cornered like it was on rails but
it wasn't harsh at all. The 16V NA motor felt a lot like the 8 valve turbo motors I'm used to. 

Reply to this Personal Message here: https://www.eevblog.com/forum/pm/?sa=send;f=inbox;pmsg=
274082;quote;u=127611

EEVblog Electronics Community Forum <do_not_reply@eevblog.com> Wed, Feb 26, 2020 at 9:10 PM
To: eckertkp@gmail.com

You have just been sent a personal message by james_s on EEVblog Electronics Community Forum. 

IMPORTANT: Remember, this is just a notification. Please do not reply to this email. 

The message they sent you was: 

Well that's kinda what I figured, but the other guy is willing to pay me to build three of them so whatever. I guess it is a bit
tricky to solder the big surface mount things if you're not set up for it.  

Oh yeah, I'm familiar with all that. Mine is a TDS3014 (no letter) that I upgraded to a TDS3054 and I reprogrammed one
of the option modules with TDS3ENG although honestly I've thought about flashing both modules with the stuff I actually
use because TDS3ENG enables a bunch of clutter I never use.  

There was one I bid on a while ago on ebay that went for $540, right now I don't see any TDS30x4 scopes on ebay for
under $800 and a lot of them are more than that. I'm not really sure what will happen with prices on those, they might stay
high or go up for a while as I'd imagine the supplies of them being liquidated from companies as obsolete may be drying
up by now and hobbyists who have one are less likely to want to part with it. Hard to say with ebay though, prices are all
over the place and you get a lot of people who look on there, see other people asking crazy prices and list theirs at the
same sort of crazy prices. Sometimes someone really wants something and bids it high then suddenly everyone is trying
to get that much. I'll keep searching though and something will probably turn up eventually, mine works beautifully but the
plastic is decomposing. I'd happily buy one somebody blew up if it was in good cosmetic condition. 

Reply to this Personal Message here: https://www.eevblog.com/forum/pm/?sa=send;f=inbox;pmsg=
274112;quote;u=127611
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